There are circles on the **corners** of each **shape** below. Write the number of corners beside each shape.

- Triangle: _____ corners
- Quadrilateral: _____ corners
- Circle: _____ corners

Write the number of **corners** for each **shape**.

- Square: I see _____ corners
- Rectangle: I see _____ corners
- Triangle: I see _____ corners
- Diamond: I see _____ corners
- Circle: I see _____ corners
- Pentagon: I see _____ corners
- Hexagon: I see _____ corners
- Oval: I see _____ corners
Look at each pattern to see how it “grows.” Then draw the parts that come next.

Use colors to show a growing pattern.
When items are lined up, it is easy to divide a set in half. There are 4 pianos in this set. Half of the set is 2 pianos. Divide each set of musical instruments in half.

The whole set has ____ flutes.  
Half the set has ____ flutes.

The whole set has ____ triangles.  
Half the set has ____ triangles.

The whole set has ____ violins.  
Half the set has ____ violins.

The whole set has ____ clarinets.  
Half the set has ____ clarinets.

The whole set has ____ saxophones.  
Half the set has ____ saxophones.

The whole set has ____ drums.  
Half the set has ____ drums.

The whole set has ____ cymbals.  
Half the set has ____ cymbals.

The whole set has ____ guitars.  
Half the set has ____ guitars.
Touch and count the **nickels** and **pennies**. Write the **total amount** of money at the bottom of each column.
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Write the **amount** of money in Uno’s hand.
Read each clue. Then draw the hands on the watch to show one hour later.

Skyler looks for acorns for 1 hour.

Tom and Tim play a game for 1 hour.

Goldi plays a horn for one hour.

Pete takes a one-hour nap.